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Reform and opening up have already walked through 30 years, China enterprise 
group experience from scratch, from small to the production and the development 
process. Comply with open, competitive international tide, the rapid rise of China 
enterprise group, and with the attitude of the brave into the world economic scene, 
and responsible for more important historical mission. Especially in recent years, 
Chinese enterprises overseas acquisition activities blustery, such as geely holding 
group purchase Volvo car companies, petrochina acquisition Australia day gas 
company, trinity heavy industry takeover Germany machinery company etc, our 
country enterprise group growing strength, not just along the collectivized business 
mode development, also gradually to a multinational type business evolution.  
It is because of the rapid development of China's enterprise group, the 
management and control of enterprise group tend to be more diverse, complicated, 
enterprise groups strategic target realization appear more rugged. Internal audit as 
enterprise group is an important part of the management control, in the enterprise 
group's management process in a rather important and special status. However, as our 
country's internal audit development is relatively slow, the enterprise group's internal 
audit system research also is in the initial stage, in the face of the rapid development 
of enterprise group, the enterprise group's internal audit has revealed many not perfect, 
such as unbalanced development, uniform standard, failure to form a internal audit the 
power, thus bigger play supervision and service function. Therefore, how to establish 
enterprise group in effective internal audit system, has become a leading enterprise 
must seriously thinking of problem.  
This article from the domestic and foreign research achievements, the 
combination of internal audit system in China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group's 
characteristics, from China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group's internal audit in the 
course of development of the existing problems, to optimize and improve 
continuously the measures and the internal audit system are analyzed, and the last, 
according to my own audit experience and understanding on the China Guangdong 
Nuclear Power Group's internal audit system to propose further perfect implementing 
Suggestions.  
Through the use of the standard research methods, the integrated use of the audit 













internal audit a detailed analysis of the system. Paper is divided into six parts. The 
first part is introduction; The second part of this article introduces the internal audit 
research and practice of the present situation, the enterprise group related concepts; 
The third part of the general situation of China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group are 
introduced, the China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group's internal audit system and 
the analysis of existing problems; The fourth part of developing nuclear group 
continuous improvement optimization measures described; The fifth part for nuclear 
Group's  internal audit system status quo of further perfecting suggestion; The final 
part of this paper the research results for and insufficient.  
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1.2  相关文献综述 
1.2.1  国外企业集团内部审计的研究发展现状 
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